Solar Noise Discs
These small, handheld instruments grew out of some earlier
experiments, and all have the same basic features. They are
packaged in recycled film canisters, particularly small ones
intended to house 3.5-inch reels of 16mm film. They have
speaker holes on one side, from which the sound emits. On the
other side, they feature three photocells, and five body-contact
points via Canadian dimes, which when touched, use body
capacitance to affect changes in the circuit. The soundproducing circuits in these instruments are based on
Schmitt trigger logic chips such as the 74C14 and the 4093.
These bistable multivibrators can be used to produce a square
wave oscillator by connecting an RC circuit between input and
output pins on the chip. Several oscillators can be produced
with a single chip, and circuit-bending techniques are used to
create modulations and instabilities in the circuit. The resulting
sounds are amplified through an LM386 amplifier and a small
speaker built in to the instrument. The instrument includes a
2.1 mm coaxial power jack for DC power, which connects to a
PV array, or to any DC power source for that matter.

Bird

The instrument can be played by holding it between the hands
like a tiny accordion. One hand becomes a kind of mute, which
is essentially volume: to stop the sound, you just cover the
holes, opening your hands up as you need more sound, which
also changes the timbre. The other hand, of course, covers the
three photocells and connects the body contacts in various
ways, depending on how fingers are arranged. How one does
this, and how it affects the sound is something that has to be
experienced and practiced. It seems chaotic at first, but one
soon learns that things can be controlled, and repeated, if
conditions are just right. There are currently three of these
instruments in existence, and a few oddball versions as well.
Although they each sound different, due to variations in the
circuitry, there is a quality about all of them that is similar due
to the basic circuit design and the physical resonance properties
of the case.

To power the instruments, there are two different “levels” of
power, to allow for a couple of different types of lighting level
requirements and volume levels. On sunny days, these
instruments can be played with “solar flaps”, which are
essentially small solar arrays mounted on either side of a
cardboard flap, which plugs into the instrument and kind of
dangles, flapping in the wind if it happens to be windy.
This will supply a maximum of about 600 mW of
power, more than enough to power the instrument quite
sufficiently if its sunny, and it allows for the possibility of rapid
changes of character since one can quickly move it in and out
of shadows. The next power level is achieved by connecting
the instrument to a larger solar panel that can be worn on a
packback, or simply placed on the ground. The Go Power!
DURAlite series of PV panels, manufactured by Carmanah
Technologies, have proven to be the most effective solution in
the field. These lightweight panels are designed for RV and
marine usage, and they are quite robust due to the fact that the
solar film is encased in a fiberglass laminate, making them
virtually unbreakable, as well as waterproof and resistant to
clouding by overexposure to intense sunlight. These products
come in three varieties: 5, 10, and 20 watt panels, each with an
operating voltage of 16 volts. Even in cloudy conditions, the 5
watt panel has proven to work very well.

This installation project was an attempt to create something that
was completely self-contained, with the PV technologies being
“built-in” to the object. Using small 500 mV cells generating
about 17 mA of current, a ring of several of these were
connected in series to form an a PV array, which were glued
onto a small disc. This array, of course, failed to generate
enough wattage to power the amp-speaker circuits used in the
instruments described earlier, but would work just fine powering
piezoelements. Sound generation was created using similar Schmitt
trigger circuits to the Noise Discs, connected to piezospeakers.
The results are a series of beeping, twittering, and
buzzing devices that are completely self-contained, each using
about 40 mW of power.

The resulting piece is indeed a mobile, named Bird, which
consists of four round objects based on the 4093 chip, a piezospeaker,
a bottle-cap resonator, and a ring of seven small 500
mV solar cells in series, all housed in plastic juice bottle caps.
The four devices hang in a column, connected
one to another by ball bearing fishing swivels, allowing each to
turn freely. These hang inside a column of streamers made
from ¼” red plastic leader tape. This allows for the wind to
affect the sounds from the devices due to rippling shadows cast
by the streamers, as well as helping to generate the force
necessary to cause the devices to turn in response to the wind,
creating an ever-changing sound based on the sun and the wind.
Bird has been exhibited on its own, and as part of larger
installations.

In preparing for this work, the work of Ralf Schrieber and his
“solarsoundmodule” designs were quite inspirational. The
key interest in this work was not so much in the individual
design itself, but in the idea of several of these operating as a
series of voices in a single system. It became interesting to
imagine walls covered with these devices, in clusters or spread
throughout a space, or perhaps hanging from the ceiling in
mobiles

Domeintonators
These devices are hybrid installation objects and instruments,
and were designed using circuitry similar to that of “Bird”
above: a 4093 NAND gate chip with two distinct patterns of
modulating square wave oscillators, each of which is sounded
by one of two piezo speakers. The circuitry is installed in
recycled security camera domes, and includes an audio jack for
amplifying the signal (in stereo) of the domes if desired.
The devices also include two photocells, which are installed
in the dark battery compartment in the bottom of the housing.
When the door to the battery compartment is removed, the
performer can manipulate the sound of the instrument by
“playing” the photocells underneath the instrument, thus
causing changes in the speed of the two modulated square waves.
.

Power Section: Solar Array from
300 mW - 5 W (3-16 Volts)
Vcc

These are powered by a 150 mW flexible solar strip by
PowerFilm, Inc., which manufactures a variety of small to
medium-sized flexible strips. The solar strip is mounted in an
arch over the circuitry inside of the clear dome top of the
instruments. This makes the instrument completely selfcontained,
but it is expandable in the sense that it can be
amplified using external equipment if desired
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This poster and companion paper describe recent developments
in the creation of sound-making instruments and devices powered
by photovoltaic (PV) technologies.

SOLAR
SOUND
ARTS

With the rise of more efficient PV products in diverse packages,
the possibilities for creating solar-powered musical instruments,
sound installations, and loudspeakers are becoming increasingly
realizable.
This poster highlights several recent projects by Scott Smallwood,
and includes photos, descriptions, and schematic diagrams of some
recent instruments and devices. For more information, please see
the companion paper in the proceedings, as well as information at
the project website:
http://www.ualberta.ca/~ssmallwo/see
Special thanks to Princeton University, the University of Alberta,
the Canada Council of the Arts, the GRAND network, and the
MacArthur Foundation.

Sol Butter Instruments
These instruments use anATMEL ATmega328 chip to
generate sound, as well as to read sensor data from various
control sources. As of this date, two prototypes have been
completed, both of which use the ATMEL’s timer interrupts
and PWM (pulse-width modulation) pins to generate waveforms
other than square wave forms, including sine waves and
FOF-based granular synthesis algorithms. These instruments
currently make use of recyled “Body Butter” containers.

These instruments have been used in performances as well as
in installation settings, but ultimately these might be best suited
to an interactive installation in which the existing six devices
could be “played” by listeners, while being further amplified by
an additional solar-powered amplifier and loudspeaker, making
the six instruments function as one larger, organ-like
instrument.

Like the noise disc instruments above, these are round,
handheld instruments with a built-in speaker amplified by a
LM386 chip, mounted on the bottom of the container.
The instrument shown here, known as “Jazzy Joe”, features
a ATmega328 chip to generate a sine wave oscillator with
adjustable frequency, as well as a 4049 NAND-gate chip
generating square-wave modulated waveforms, similar
to the instruments above. These sound sources are combined
and controlled by two photocells, body contacts, and pushbuttons.

Arcade Bells

Powering these instruments is accomplished the same way that
the noise disc instruments are powered: either by plugging in a
“solar flap”, or a larger solar panel (or a battery or any other
DC power source). This instrument requires at least 250 mW,
and includes a voltage regulator and filter for the ATMEL chip,
but the rest of the circuit uses raw voltage from the PV source.
At low light levels, even if there isn’t enough power to allow
the ATMEL chip to operate, the 4049-based sound system will
still function at lower power levels.

The Arcade Bells, like the Sol Butter instruments, resulted
from a desire to move beyond these analog-ish methods for
making sound by employing a small microprocessor.
In addition, this piece uses piezo discs to explore ways to
“ring out” or resonate larger objects, such as metal sheets, bowls,
and other devices that might make nice resonators. This particular
piece uses four small copper-plated footless goblets as transducers
by gluing large piezo discs to the bottom of each and sending the
leads through a hole drilled through the center. A housing container
is attached to the bottom, made from recycled evidence containers,
in which the circuitry resides.

The circuitry consists of an ATMEL ATmega328 chip and its
life support (voltage regulator and power capacitors, crystal
clock, etc), a LM386 amplifier, a small transformer, and a
photocell, which sticks out of the cup like a small flower. The
chip is programmed to generate square waves at audio rates in
patterns; specifically, ascending spectral arpeggios, similar to
1980s arcade game sound effects. The chip also monitors the
state of the photocell, which when bright, means the spectral
arpeggios get faster, and open up to more of a range. The
sound created by the chip is amplified through the LM386, and
impedance-matched to the piezo-disc, which then resonates
through the brass cup.

Using the ATMEL chip requires more power than the simple
logic chips used in previous experiments, but nevertheless they
are quite capable of operating in low power states. This entire
circuit consumes less than 500 mW and can operate with much
less. The amplifier is powered outside of the 5 volt regulator’s
loop, allowing it to be more directly effected in volume by the
full voltage coming in from the solar panel.
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